


GENRE

Royal  
Drama

2

SHAKA ILEMBE 

Set in the 1700s, Shaka Ilembe tells the 

story of the making of the iconic African 

king, with iterations from his early childhood 

through to adulthood. The two key actors 

playing Shaka are the incredibly talented 

Lemongang Tsipa (adult role) and newcomer 

Ntando Zondi (young boy role). The star-

studded cast is headlined by Nomzamo 

Mbatha who plays Queen Nandi, the revered 

mother of Shaka, with Thembinkosi Mthembu 

starring as King Dingiswayo and Wiseman 

Mncube in the role of King Zwide.

www.multichoicestudios.com 2

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

 Isizulu English 52 min HD 8

COUNTRY RELEASE

South Africa 2023
SEASON

1



IFALAKHE 

Ifalakhe is the story of the powerful Okuhle tribe who wage war against the Khanya people who 

have been raiding their cattle and killing their women and children. What makes the situation even 

more complex is that Khombindlela, the Okuhle king, finds his tribe on the brink of suffering harsh 

repercussions from a prophecy that hangs over his head. This prophecy not only threatens his lineage 

of the rule of his true heir but also gives him an unnerving task of ensuring it does not come to fruition 

– heavy indeed is the head that wears the crown!

www.multichoicestudios.com 

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

isiZulu English 1 South Africa 2022 48min HD 13

3
3

GENRE

Royal  
Drama



4

RIONA

A wicked King. A village under siege. Strata. Class. And an Uprising. Rebellion looms as King Ofotokun 

does all he can to stop a dark prophesy from getting fulfilled. That a child born under the rising of the 

dark moon will take his life, but destiny is against him as Tsema and Aghan, two children born under the 

dark moon cross a complicated path on their way to fulfil the prophecy foretold.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

www.multichoicestudios.com 4

English 
Itsekiri

N/A Nigeria 2020 24min HD 2601

GENRE 

Royal  
Drama



BLOOD PSALMS

This African epic follows a fierce queen as she battles a world-ending prophecy to 

navigate her people through politics and endless wars. A co-production with Canal+ 

International, Showmax Original Blood Psalms is an epic series based on ancient African 

mythology, chronicling the rise to power of a fierce, teenaged princess, Zazi (Bokang 

Phelane from Keeping Score, Emoyeni), who battles a world-ending prophecy to 

navigate her people through ancient curses, long-standing tribal vendettas, and the wrath 

of the Gods.

www.multichoicestudios.com 

LANGUAGE

SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

isiXhosa  
isiZulu 
Sepedi 

Setswana 
Swahili
Sesotho

English 1 South Africa 2022 55min HD 10

5
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GENRE

Mystical 
Drama
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IGAZI 

Set against the backdrop of Johannesburg and the valley hills beyond Coffee Bay in the 

Eastern Cape, Igazi is a classic tale of magic, myth and melodrama. This drama tells the 

story of a Xhosa royal family in conflict over its throne. As the family is at war with itself and 

magical forces of darkness, a man is forced into the battle for his father’s kingdom. He has 

to overcome his own demons and accept his destiny. The path ahead is filled  with many 

complications that lead to one question: will the rightful King reign?
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LANGUAGE SUBTITLES DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

 isiXhosa English 48 min HD 13
COUNTRY RELEASE

South Africa 2016
SEASON

2

GENRE

Mystical 
Drama
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AJOCHE

Set in the Idoma Kingdom 

of Ocholuje, in pre-

Independence Nigeria, the 

wrath of a very powerful King 

is kindled by the death of his 

beloved wife. The horror of 

it charges the King to burn 

down the entire village of the 

supposed culprit. Saving an 

innocent young boy from the 

wreckage is purely by luck. 

Named Alechenu, will his life 

continue to be marked by fate? 

How far will fate take him?
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LANGUAGE SUBTITLES RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

English None 2018 24 min HD 260

COUNTRY

Nigeria
SEASON

1

GENRE

Mystical 
Drama

Jury’s  Special Prize

SAFTA AWARDS



Genre

Thriller

8

LIONESS

A crime thriller centred on a woman who loses her 

children, her lover and her freedom when she is framed 

for fraud committed by her husband before his death. 8 

years later, however, she discovers that he is still alive. She 

fights like a Lioness to prove her innocence, set the record 

straight and get her children back.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

English
Afrikaans 

isiZulu
Sesotho 

English 1 South Africa 2021 40-60min HD 10

IMDB

Amazing series… 
suspense, drama 
and the acting is just 
BRILLIANT!!!
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DAM

Award-winning director Alex Yazbek and 

stars Lea Vivier, Pallance Dladla, Natasha 

Loring and Neil Sandilands bring this small-town 

psychological thriller to life. Dam, follows Yola 

Fischer, as she returns home from Chile for her 

estranged father’s funeral To her surprise, and her 

sister’s irritation, he’s left his farm to her, but this 

may be more of a curse than a blessing, as the 

house seems to be trying to tell her something. 

With her mother institutionalised, and her own 

meds running out, Yola has to wonder if the spirits 

are real or just in her head? 

WATKYKJY

the best South African 
series I’ve seen to date.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

English
Afrikaans 
Spanish

English 1 South Africa 2021 48min HD 8

www.multichoicestudios.com 
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     the eerie and 
unsettling show 
feels “different” to 
the South African 
television landscape”

YFM

“chilling… well-acted, 
eerily realised and 
intriguing
SUNDAY TIMES

“it rivals any international 
production… a must-watch 
show that promises to 
fester in your mind long 
after the credits roll
FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE

9

Genre

Thriller

Best TV Drama

SAFTA AWARDS

Best Achievement  
in Directing 



AFGROND

Fate and the choices that five women make while each is fighting for their existence 

bring them together. Each has to make a decision that will change their lives. 5 women 

from different walks of life, including Julia Cilliers (Jana Kruger, Karen in Projek Dina), a 

psychologist who’s struggling with feelings of guilt over the death of her child, cross paths 

when each of them must fight for their survival.

www.multichoicestudios.com 

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

Afrikaans English 1 South Africa 2022 48min HD 10

10
10

Genre

Thriller



MFUTI 

The story begins with robbers engaged in a fire exchange with the police as they try 

to make off with stolen money. In the shootout one robber is wounded by the police 

and loses a preciously-held gun, it belongs to the mastermind of the robbery. They call 

him Boss (Henry Joe Sakala) who doesn’t participate in the theft. True, bosses don’t do the 

donkey work. The gun has a history; Boss also inherited it from his mentor and from the 

look of things, it’s jinxed.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

English None 1 Zambia 2022 24 min HD 10

www.multichoicestudios.com 11
11

Genre

Thriller
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Almost 200 episodes and 
three seasons in, The 
Queen remains one of the 
most popular telenovelas 
on South African TV,

The kind of drama that 
keeps you on the edge 
of your seat

THE QUEEN

The Queen is a fast-paced telenovela about a dedicated wife, mother and successful 

businesswoman, Harriet Khoza (Connie Ferguson) who is forced to do the unthinkable 

when her husband’s (Treasure Tshabalala) secret comes to light. Produced by Fergusons Films 

and set in the contrasting worlds of the rich in Waterfall and the middle-class of Tembisa, 

The Queen strips bare the insatiable lust for power amongst the rich and the victims that find 

themselves at their mercy. It also uncovers the power struggles women are faced with in 

business and at home, due to cultural practices and beliefs.

PLUMLIST

AUDIENCE REVIEW

LANGUAGE

SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES
Setswana

Sepedi
Isizulu

Isixhosa
English

English 1-6 South Africa 2015 24min HD 1508

Genre

Telenovela

Golden Horn

Best Supporting Actor  
– Telenovela  

Loyiso Macdonald

SAFTA AWARDS



THE RIVER

This multiple award-winning and 

International Emmy nominated show 

is a thrill-a-minute showstopper. It is an 

impeccable story, with jaw-dropping acting 

and cutting-edge production value. Set 

in Pretoria South Africa, it is the dramatic 

tale of the lives of the Dlaminis and the 

Mokoenas. They are two families from 

different backgrounds that are brought 

together and divided by the discovery of 

a diamond in nearby Cullinan. Courage 

and cunning eventually collide when they 

cannot put their differences aside, resulting 

in an endless body count. A story of ill-

placed love, greed, betrayal and blood 

bonds. This is gripping television.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

IsiZulu
Sesotho
IsiXhosa
English

English 1-5 South Africa 2018 24 min HD 1400

www.multichoicestudios.com 13
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Genre

Telenovela

Golden Horn

        AWARDS

SAFTA AWARDS

28
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SUIDOOSTER

The series, named in honour of the Cape’s famed Southeaster wind (which often 

has everyone and their auntie grabbing their hats and skirts as it pummels the Cape 

communities), tells the stories of the community and its diverse residents of the fictional Cape 

Town suburb, Ruiterbosch. In this exciting soapie, we meet the people from Suidooster, a 

small shopping and business centre in a suburb   of Cape Town. Three families live and work 

together and consequently share in each other’s joys and sorrows. Suidooster is vintage Cape 

Town and will keep viewers glued to their TV screens from the very first episode.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

Afrikaans English 1-8 South Africa 2015 23min HD 1643

Genre

Telenovela

14

Best TV Soap 

SAFTA AWARDS
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BINNELANDERS

A South African soap opera set in and 

around a fictional private hospital in 

Pretoria – the storyline follows the trials, 

trauma and tribulations of the staff and 

patients.

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

Afrikaans English 1-8 South Africa 2005 26min HD 2395
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     Awards

SAFTA AWARDS

4

Genre

Telenovela



ENAKHE 

Enakhé rises to fill the shoes of her late 

powerful father, but her world is turned 

completely upside down by the terrible 

secrets of his life. Who will she become 

from this danger-filled journey?

Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

N/A 01 Nigeria 2020 24 min HD 260

www.multichoicestudios.com 
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Language

English

16

Genre

Telenovela
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A thorny family thriller 
with a quirky heart

DESERT ROSE

From the creator of Reyka, comes Desert Rose, a family 

thriller about the Greyling siblings who reunite at their 

family home in the Namaqualand desert after one of them 

reneges on a decade-long deal to settle their father’s 

family debts. To get out of ruthless debt collector Eugene 

Van As’s crosshairs, they need to come up with the cash or 

find their father – before Van As and his thugs take them 

all down.

NEWS24

www.multichoicestudios.com 

LANGUAGE SUBTITLES SEASON COUNTRY RELEASE DURATION FORMAT EPISODES

English 
Afrikaans

English 1 South Africa 2021 48min HD 8

17

GENRE

Family 
Drama



The English language version is currently available for licensing to the World excluding 

Africa: Alles Malan is a family drama set in the beautiful town of Paarl outside Cape Town. 

The head of the family is Derik and his wife Brenda. Their first born, Frik, together with his 

wife Tessa and two teenage children, return to South Africa after eight years in the UK, to take 

over the family business, Malan Transport.

18

ALLES MALAN

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans English 1 South Africa 2019 45-60 min HD 13

www.multichoicestudios.com 18

GENRE

Family 
Drama



DINGE VAN ‘N KIND

The series is based on the novel, 

Die Dinge van ‘n Kind by the 

popular, prize-winning author Marita 

van der Vyver.

The series of ten episodes revolves 

around the trials and tribulations of 

Mart Vermaak. The disillusionment 

of her coming-of-age years takes 

place against the political upheavals 

of the late 1970s, but an older Mart 

finds herself in a different kind of 

predicament.

19

Language Subtitles Country Release Duration Format

English 
Afrikaans

English South Africa 2021 48min HD

Episodes

10

www.multichoicestudios.com 19

Season

1

Category

Family 
Drama



THE WIFE

The Wife is a Showmax Original 

telenovela that follows the lives of the 

Zulu brothers, a formidable crime family, 

through the eyes of the wives they marry. 

Rising star Mbalenhle Mavimbela (Skeem 

Saam, Isipho) plays Hlomu, the journalist 

who falls in love with a taxi driver, not 

realising that when you marry a man, 

you marry his secrets. Mqhele is played 

by Bonko Khoza, who burst onto the 

acting scene as Jabz in the multi-award-

winning film Necktie Youth and has since 

appeared in the likes of Professionals and 

the Emmy-nominated Roots. The Wife 

is inspired by the books of Dudu Busani-

Dube, including Hlomu the Wife, Zandile 

the Resolute, and Naledi His Love.

THE STAR

One of the most loved 
TV series in Mzansi.

Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

English 1 & 2 South Africa 2021 24min HD 80

www.multichoicestudios.com 
20

“Honestly, I can’t sing the 
praises enough of this 
homegrown offering… 

The actors share incredible 
chemistry, and their 
respective performances are 
unparalleled… 

Don’t be surprised when it bags 
a lot of nominations at next 
year’s award ceremonies.
IOL

Category

Family 
Drama

Language

isiZulu

20

Best Actor – Bonko Khoza 

Best Supporting Actor 
Abdul  Khoza

SAFTA AWARDS



ISIFISO

21
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Category

Family 
Drama

Isifiso is about a woman living under her younger sister’s shadow, envying her seemingly-

perfect life – but not all is what it seems, as she quickly and tragically learns. After a 

tragedy, Bazothini can now live her dream life, but is the grass greener on the other side? 

Will Bazothini get her happily ever after? You’ll have to tune in to find out.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Isizulu English South Africa 2022 23min HD 131



VENGE

Venge tells a scandalous story of secrets, lies, and betrayals. Viewers will get to go on 

a journey with Bibi as she unravels several conspiracies trailed by murder and fear on 

her quest for justice and revenge. 

22www.multichoicestudios.com 22

Category

Family 
Drama

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

English N/A Nigeria 2021 24min HD 2601



TROUKOORS

Troukoors centres around Jessica, a wedding 

planner who’s in love with love but struggling 

to find it for herself. It’s a funny, heartfelt 

and naughty romcom about love, family and 

friendship.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans Yes 1 South Africa 2021 <30 min HD 14
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Category

Family 
Drama



24

ENTANGLED

Entangled is a Romcom drama series that follows the trials and tribulations of a lady and 

her friends as they navigate the world of relationships and the complications that come 

with it.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

www.multichoicestudios.com 24

Isizulu English South Africa 2021 44min HD 131

Category

Family 
Drama



NKULULEKO

A coming-of-age drama set in the windswept streets of Cape Town township Khayelitsha 

and centered around Nkululeko Zwai, a talented mathematician preparing for a 

competition that could change his life and destiny forever. When he makes an impulsive 

decision in a moment of blossoming love, he suddenly finds himself in deep trouble and 

everything he has worked so hard for falls apart, leaving his future in jeopardy.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Isixhosa English 1 South Africa 2018 48 min HD 13
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Category

Family 
Drama



SPOORLOOS

Return to Digsterdal, where, 

in the first season, we met 

three investigators determined 

to lay a cold case to rest. 

The season ended with a 

bang: what’s in store for the 

townspeople this time?

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

English
Afrikaans

English 1-4 South Africa 2018-21 48min HD 39

www.multichoicestudios.com 26
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Genre
Crime  

investigation

Best Supporting Actor  
- in TV Drama
Arno Marais  

SAFTA AWARDS
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Named one of the  

10 Most Watched Titles 

on Showmax in 2021 in 

Kenya

In this Kenyan police procedural drama, detectives Silas and Makena safeguard the streets 

of Nairobi. Dealing with all manner of crime, they must learn to trust each other’s instincts 

in the pursuit of justice. This is Kenya’s first Showmax Original and Showmax’s first co-

production with global broadcaster CANAL+. The eight-part series follows one ripped-

from-the-headlines case per episode, all the way through to the courtroom verdict.  Set 

in Nairobi, Crime and Justice stars Sarah Hassan (Plan B, Just In Time) and Alfred Munyua 

(Poacher, The First Grader) as Makena and Silas, the Nairobi Metropol Police detectives at 

the heart of the show.

27

CRIME AND JUSTICE 

QUARTZ

Keeping real-life 
crimes from being 
buried… reviving 
debate and discussion 
around controversies 
that might have 
otherwise faded from 
the news.”

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

English 
Swahili

Yes 1 & 2 South Africa 2021 58min HD 8

Genre
Crime  

investigation



PROJEK DINA

When a Rapid Response 

Task Team is set up in the 

Western Cape to find missing 

people, the team has no idea 

how they will be pushed to their 

limits. Working against the clock 

and fuelled by adrenalin.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans English 1-2 South Africa 2020-21 48min HD 26
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Genre
Crime  

investigation
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Twelve of South Africa’s most notorious murder cases come under the forensic 

spotlight in this documentary series. Each case dominated the news cycles at the time 

and gripped the nation’s attention. Criminal Minds SA takes a fresh look at these infamous 

criminals, from the Cape Town Station Strangler and Johannesburg’s Norwood Rapist, to 

the murderous carjackers of the Blue Light Gang. The bloody “Suitcase Murder” reveals a 

shocking cover-up while “Sabadia” reveals the depths to which people will go for greed.

29

CRIMINAL MINDS

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans English 1 South Africa 2000 25min HD 10

Genre
Crime  

investigation



STEINHEIST 

The  biggest corporate 

scandal in South African 

history, the fall of Steinhoff led to 

a loss of R200 billion. Steinheist 

untangles the story: the investors 

who were taken in; the victims 

and the CEO, Markus Jooste, 

who’s still a free man.

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

English None 1 South Africa 2022 48min HD 3
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Category

Documentary
Series



Category

Documentary
Series
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Sex in Afrikaans serves up 
voyeurism on a silver platter, 
and it’s delicious.

SEX IN AFRIKAANS

In the groundbreaking 18SNLV 

documentary series Sex in Afrikaans, four 

Afrikaans couples and two singles, helped 

by clinical psychologist Bradley R Daniels, 

speak openly for the first time about their 

sex lives. And in the process discover there 

is much more fun to be had!

Featuring interviews with sex workers, 

adult shop owners, a unicorn, swingers, 

dominatrixes, a crossdresser, a dungeon 

master, people who dress up like babies, and 

others who prefer full body latex suits, Sex 

in Afrikaans is an eye-opening tour of what 

your neighbours and co-workers get up to 

behind closed doors.

CONTENT ADVISORY, AGE RESTRICTED*
THE CITIZEN

CHANNEL24

31

A great conversation 
starter, especially for 
anyone who doesn’t 
know how to start 
those talks with their 
partners…  It creates 
a safe space both on 
and off the screen… 
An incredibly brave 
show.

Language Subtitles Country Release Duration Format

Afrikaans English South Africa 2022 48min HD

Episodes

6

Season

1



STRANGERS YOU KNOW

From the producers of Carte 

Blanche,  M-Net’s Original 

African True-Crime docuseries 

unpacks the details of some 

of South Africa’s most heinous 

murders.Strangers You Know is a 

hard-hitting crime documentary 

mini series in which each 

episode takes you to the heart of 

a brutal incident that gripped the 

nation

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans 
English

English 1 South Africa 2021 48min HD 5
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Category

Documentary
Series



Bloodlust. God. 
Vanilla milk. Satan. 
“Annagram”. 
Spider-Man. And a 
life-changing “F*k 
jou, Kaptein!” - 
Showmax’s latest 
original offering is 
a heady, mixed-
bag of viewing.”

www.multichoicestudios.com 33

DEVILSDORP

This documentary offers exclusive 

interviews with the lead detective, 

prosecutor, the ex-girlfriend that inspired 

the first spate of murders, as well as 

the parents of ringleaders Cecilia. The 

documentary also has exclusive footage 

of the “high nights” of devilry, and never-

seen photos of the crime scenes.

33

Language Subtitles Country Release Duration Format

Afrikaans
English

English South Africa 2021 48min HD

Episodes

4

Season

1

I could not stop watching 
until I had binged all four 
of the episodes.

CAPE TALK

Category

Documentary
Series

Best Made For TV 
Documentary

SAFTA AWARDS



CHASING THE SUN 

“Chasing the Sun” is a powerful 

SuperSport documentary 

made in collaboration with the 

Springboks and tells the rousing 

tale of their path to redemption 

and World Cup glory in 2019. ... 

“Chasing the Sun” is infused with 

humour, technical insights and 

emotional engagement that will 

reveal the Springboks like never 

before

Language Subtitles Season Country Release Duration Format Episodes

Afrikaans 
English

English 1 South Africa 2020 48min HD 5
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34

Category

Documentary
Series

Best Achievement in 
Cinematography for 

Documentaries 

Best Made-for-TV 
Documentary

SAFTA AWARDS
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